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Creative Brief

Overview & Background

To create a 60 second quicktime 
video in After Effects and Premier 
Pro to portray the internal thought 
process of a person struggling with 
anxiety and depression  to bring 
awareness to the public.

Objective

To further my knowledge of the 
more advanced processes and 
effects of both Premiere Pro and 
After Effects.

Audience

General audiences who would like 
to more about the internal 
struggles that goes through the 
mind of a person with anxiety and 
depression.



Creative Brief

Rational

Depression and anxiety are mental 
disorders that are not well 
understood. It’s a rather dark and 
uneasy topic, so for my aesthetic, 
I want to incorporate dark colors, 
with the use of animated scratchy 
marker styled font  and drawings 
(like as if writing in a journal) to give 
the feeling of unease and anxiety to 
the viewers .

Deliverable

One quicktime video in .H264 
format and a video turned in on 
Vimeo with link.

Timeline

December 11th, 2017



Treatment

Depression and anxiety, two distinct disorders, are often found 
hand in hand in the majority of people that suffer with it. Most of 
the general public do not understand these disorders, and 
assume that it is something the victim can just “get” over. It is 
not something that can be overcome, if ever, by the 
sufferer. Because it is something that is not easily understood by 
most, this video is intended to evoke in the viewer a psuedo-
anxiety feeling by watching and hearing the internal thought 
process from a person that actually suffers from it. The graphics 
are going to be in black and white with animated scratchy
drawings and typography that illustrate the struggles the subject 
is thinking and reliving as they narrate their thoughts in the 
video. 

Characters
Narrator
Monster 
Lightbulb

Textures
White lineart on a black backround,
excentuating light vs dark. “Static” 
will give the lineart a kinetic and ani-
mated appearance.

Sound FX
Narration of thoughts
Lightbulb turning on sound fx
Chilling music
Waves crashing sound fx
Monster sound fx
Garbled voices yelling sound fx

Typography
3M Spasynote
Roboto

Feeling of Piece/Editing
I want this piece to be like a living 
journal, but instead of words, the 
illustrations take on a sketchy static 
feel. It’s a dark topic, and people who 
suffer through anxiety can get lots of 
internal struggles between light and 
dark. The color palette of the piece 
will only be black and white to 
accentuat the concept. The 
typography will be “sharpie” styled to 
also accentuate the journal feel, 
although the narrator is thinking.

Camera Movement
CAmera footage will not be used for 
this piece, but the illustrations will 
feature several extra wide shots, 
midshots, point of view shots, and a 
wide shot.

Color Palette/Lighting
Black and White
Lighting will be done in either after 
effects or in the illustrations 
themselves.



Research

Anxiety effects on average 40 million Americans, and  is considered the most 
common mental illness, with an average of 16.1 million Americans in this 
statistic also suffering from Depression. Anxiety has several 
classifications, the most common that people suffer from being General 
Anxiety Disorder, or GAD, which can stem from a few complex factors, 
genetics, brain chemical balance, personality, and traumatic events. Victims 
of anxiety are 3 to 5 times more likely to go to a doctor, and 6 times more 
likely to be hospitalized long-term for their disorder.

Anxiety paired with depression can cause multiple symptons including low 
self-esteem, irritable digestive problems, body dysmorphia, headaches, 
insomnia, restlessness, irritation, feeling hopeless and empty, feeling isolated 
and alone, suicidal thoughts and actions, pessimism, sometimes death, and 
even triggering chronic pains that show no cause and respond to no 
treatment. Treatment for these disorders can come in the form of therapy, 
alternative practices, medication, and transcranial magnetic stimulation. 
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